Pussy-Profile

Be part of our survey about the wonderful vulvas of this world and celebrate beauty in diversity! With
this questionnaire and its evaluation we respond to the growing popularity of modern plastic surgery,
especially female genital surgery, which – through extensive advertising and the provision of seemingly
„objective“ information – sets new standards for the „right“ form, size and functionality of female
sexual organs. But the fact is there is no general norm. All of our bodies are different and unique, they
change through the course of our lives and with the experiences we make. The diversity of our bodies
is valuable and the more we learn about our exciting anatomies, the more intensive can our individual
sexuality be experienced. Knowledge is sexy!
Please answer the following questions (tick as appropriate and/or supplement).
1. How do you normally refer to your genetals? (If you use more than one term, please indicate which
one you use most frequently, or which is your favorite.)

□ Vagina; □ Vulva; □ Slit (germ. „Scheide“); □ Snatch (germ. „Möse“); □ Pussy; □ Muschi;
□ Mumu; □ Yoni; □ Other: …..............................................................................................................
2. Does she have a special name? (e.g. Berta, Peach, Peterle, princess, kitty, ...)
…......................................................................................................................................

3. How do you feel about/see/experience your clitoris? (You can circle one or more of the suggested
words, or use the space below to describe/elaborate your relation to her.)
(e.g. big, small, super, magnificent, shy/timid, proud, beautiful, sexy, hungry, (un/)important...)
…......................................................................................................................................
4. How is our pussy currently styled?

□ All natural; □ Nude; □ Trimmed; □ Partially shaved; □ Pierced;
□ Different styling: …...............................................................................................................
5. Do you change her look?

□ No; □ Seldom; □ Sometimes; □ Often; □ Regularly
6. Do your outer lips/labia majora differ from each other?

□ No; □ Yes, in length; □ Yes, in size; □ Yes, in texture; □ Yes, in form; □ I don't know;
□ Other: …................................................................................................................
7. Do your inner lips/labia minora differ from each other?

□ No; □ Yes, in length; □ Yes, in size; □ Yes, in texture; □ Yes, in form; □ I don't know;
□ Other: ….................................................................................................................
8. Does one or do both of your inner lips reach over your outer lips?

□ No; □ Yes, one does; □ Yes, both do; □ Somtimes (one or both); □ I don't know;
9 How do you generally experience your genitals while riding a bike? (If it depends, pls elaborate.)

□ Don't feel them; □ Uncomfortable/painful; □ Stimulating;
□ Other/Elaboration: …...................................................................................
(Don't forget the reverse side!)

10. If you can, pls draw your Beauty and sketch how you think she looks (at the end of this page,
or on the reverse side).

And for the statistics:
- Age: …....
- Country/city of residence: …......................................................................................
- Gender: □ Female/Woman/femme; □ Inter* …..... □ Trans* …..... □ Male/Man/Boy; □ Queer;

□ Cannot/don't wanna say; □ Other: …..................................................…...................

- Sexuelle Ausrichtung: □ Lesbian; □ Hetero; □ Gay; □ Bi; □ Pan; □ Asexual; □ Queer;

□ Cannot/don't wanna say; □ Other: …..................................................…...................

- Education (degree) and Occupation: …............................................................................................................
If you would like more information about the evaluation and/or our Freudenfluss activities, put down
your email adress or write to info@sexclusivitaeten.de. You can also take Pussy-Profiles with you and
hand them out: The more people participate, the more relavant our data will be. Send them to
info@sexclusivitaeten.de.
Thank you sooo much for participating! Viva la Vulva!

